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Abstract:
Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression gets most of the attention in the statistical
literature, but for cases of regression through the origin, say for use with skewed
establishment survey data, weighted least squares (WLS) regression is needed. Here will
be gathered some information on properties of weighted least squares regression,
particularly with regard to regression through the origin for establishment survey data, for
use in periodic publications.
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1. Introduction:
From Knaub(2007a) we see that homoscedasticity refers to a constant variance regardless
as to placement of a point on a scatterplot graph. Generally, however, the variance for y,
given y as a function of one or more regressors in a matrix x, increases for any increasing
regressor xji, especially for regression through the origin, for nonnegative numbers. This
should apply to regressions through the collected data points (xi,y=f(xi)+ei), for any
regressor j, for a one-regressor ratio model, or even through (xj,y=f(x)+e). For multiple
regression in many establishment survey applications, we may use heteroscedastic ratio
estimators to study residuals through the points (f(x),y).
For an example of an intuitive ratio estimate, consider the classical ratio estimator (CRE)
which is found for one regressor, for (x,y), by summing the y-values and dividing by the
sum of the x-values to obtain a factor to be multiplied by other x-values to estimate
unknown y-values. When x and y are from a past census and a current sample,
correspondingly, for the same data element, say sales of electricity, then the relating
“factor” could be considered a “growth factor.” This inherently assumes a given degree
of heteroscedasticity in which the variance of y increases proportionately with increased
values of x. For regression through the origin, this degree of heteroscedasticity or more
should always be the case, but data quality concerns for the smaller respondents can
make this problematic. (See Knaub(2002, 2008).) For more on the CRE, see
Knaub(2005).
For regression through the origin with one regressor, we have yi  bxi  e0i / wi
where the estimated residual, ei  e0i / wi
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a systematic or nonrandom factor ei  e0i wi
1
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,

, or written as the product of a random and

0.5

. Brewer(2002) notes the importance of
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regression through the origin for establishment surveys, where he notes that
heteroscedasticity should be at least as great as with the classical ratio estimator (CRE),
where the variance of yi is proportional to the value of xi . This case is mentioned in
Cochran(1977). In Sarndal, Swensson, and Wretman(1992), alternative ratio estimators
are mentioned which generally represent regression through the origin with a greater
degree of heteroscedasticity than found with the CRE. As just indicated, the model-based
CRE is explored in depth in Knaub(2005).
With one regressor, usually the regression weights are functions of that regressor. In the
case of the CRE we have wi  1 / xi . Multiple regressor ratio estimation is made
practical by making the weight a function of the regressors, as in Knaub(2008). For
“Multiple Regression and the CRE,” see page 36 in Knaub(2007c).
Let us now consider the derivation of weighted least squares regression, for one
regressor, as, for example, in Knaub(2008a), pages 5 and 6, Abdi(2003), and
Maddala(1992, 2001):
The object is to minimize the sum of the squares of the random factors of the estimated
residuals. If the weights are all the same constant, then we have ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression. However, if the structure of the data suggests unequal weights are
appropriate, then it would be inappropriate to ignore the regression weights. Note that
Brewer(2002) and this author’s experience and others state that establishment survey data
generally should not be represented well by OLS regression. For further information, see
Carroll and Ruppert(1988), Knaub(1993), Steel and Fay(1995), Sweet and Sigman(1995),
and Knaub(1997).
Here we let Q be the sum of the squares of the random factors of the estimated residuals:
n
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The idea is to minimize Q with respect to the regression coefficient, so we let
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Details are found below.

From pages 210-212 in
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Cochran(1953), wi  xi 2 appears to be a good format, and when γ = 0.5, we have the
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CRE. In that case, for one regressor we have b  i 1
n

 xi
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The sections to follow are arranged in an attempt at a logical progression. Section 2 is a
basic derivation of a coefficient for a model-based ratio estimate, available many places,
but included here as a way of further introducing the topics to follow. Section 3 is a
comment on the philosophy of using WLS regression. In section 4 the reader will find
remarks on scatterplots for the data used in a regression model and the nature of
confidence bands about regression lines through those points. Section 5 contains notes
on variance leading to the estimation of variance for estimated totals from a finite
population, and section 6 is an aside on estimating those variances when only a lump sum
is available for regressor data not corresponding to the sample units. In sections 7 and 8,
alternatives are given for the derivation of the variance of prediction errors and for
regression weight formats, respectively. Section 9 is with regard to the estimation of
variance of total for a finite population, when incorrectly assuming OLS or other some
other incorrect degree of heteroscedasticity. Section 10 provides a final comment, and an
extensive reference list and bibliography are provided.

2. Derivation of coefficient for single regressor for WLS with zero intercept:
This covers a broad class of ratio estimates, as shown in Sarndal, Swensson, and
Wretman(1992), pages 255 through 258, section 7.3.4, which includes the CRE. This is
shown in Knaub(2008), and given here for completeness and convenience as a reference.
Also see Abdi(2003) and elsewhere.
Let Q be the sum of squares of the weighted residuals, as shown above.
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using weights of the form wi  xi

2

, we have the following:
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, for OLS regression through the origin. Note that this is a
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special case of WLS! All the weights, in this case, are equal.
n

y

If   0.5, then b 
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, and since a zero intercept is set here, this is the CRE.
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, a special case with a design-based equivalent used in a famous
n
study of Greek elections. See Jessen, et.al.(1947). For a special property here, see
Knaub(2005), bottom of Table I, page 15, where the sum of the random factors of the
residuals are always zero.
These are the three cases,   0, 0.5, and 1.0, that were studied in Royall(1970), which
relates well to inference for cutoff sampling.

Note what this says for the format of the residuals:

In general, we have y i  bxi  e0i wi
For each data point, wi
Therefore ei  e0i wi
then

.

.

0 5

0 5

.
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or y i  bxi  e0i / wi

( y i  bxi )  e0i , or y i  bxi  e0i wi

, so if wi  xi
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then ei  e0i xi , and the form of the model is

y i  bxi  e0i x 

For the CRE:
y i  bxi  e0i x 0.5
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3. The Nature of Weighted Least Squares (WLS) Regression:

“All horses are animals, but not all animals are horses.” (Socrates) - Analogously, all
ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions are weighted least squares (WLS) regressions,
but not all WLS regressions are OLS. That is, OLS regression is a special case of WLS
regression. Many may use OLS as a default, and in some applications that might be good
enough, but just because we do not know what weights are appropriate, it does not mean
that one avoids assigning weights by using OLS, because we are de facto claiming that
the weights are equal. That, in fact, is a very decisive assignment of weights. For
establishment surveys, that is not a good assumption. See Brewer(2002). When we use
regression through the origin, the strong weight assumption implicit in OLS regression is
likely to be a highly faulty assumption.
An example of this confusion, from NIST(2009), a generally very nice handbook, is as
follows: “The biggest disadvantage of weighted least squares, which many people are not
aware of, is probably the fact that the theory behind this method is based on the
assumption that the weights are known exactly. … It is important to remain aware of this
potential problem, and to only use weighted least squares when the weights can be
estimated precisely relative to one another.” This is very misleading because it says that
if one cannot estimate regression weights “precisely relative to one another” then one
should always assume that they are equal. This may sometimes be true enough, but not
for regression through the origin. Some information regarding the regression weights
should be gleaned in any case. To use OLS actually does assume one knows the
regression weights “precisely relative to one another.”
Weights can be estimated from the data. (See Knaub(1993, 1997), Carroll and
Ruppert(1988), Sweet and Sigman(1995), Steel and Fay(1995), and Brewer(1963), for
example.) If the estimated weights cause an increase in estimated variance, it is not OK
to pick another weight solely to lower the variance estimate. Such an estimate would not
be justified unless there was a functional reason for it. The object is to give less weight
to the more uncertain data points, and those are generally the largest, but data near the
origin can have disproportionately large measurement error in many practical situations.
A good reason for using cutoff sampling is to avoid collecting data that are not reliable.
Often with design-based sampling, the smallest observations are imputed by some model
since they are either nonrespondents or their responses do not ‘pass the laugh test’ (badly
fail reasonable edits). However, from Knaub(2008a), one may find a modified weight to
be better for reasons of robustness.
In regression through the origin we may use 0.5<γ<1 (see Brewer(2002)), but near the
origin, data quality problems can cause gamma to appear to be smaller (see
Knaub(2002)). If one were to use WLS with those data, then one may overestimate
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variance. A confidence band about such a regression line may make this point, as it may
be quite obviously too wide. As in Knaub(2008a), a modified weight that avoids giving
too much weight to the smallest observations may be in order. According to
Brewer(2002), γ=0.5 is very low for what should be expected, and many practical data
sets with electric power data at the EIA have agreed, typically with estimated γ>0.7. The
largest observed data points should have less weight, but to avoid giving the smallest
observations too much weight, let us considered, as in Knaub(2008a), another modified
weight. Consider this:
1 / x p for xi  xp
where p is a percentile, say the 25th percentile (the quartile), so
wi  
1
/
x
for
x
x

 i
p
i
that wi is a constant (OLS) for the first p percent of the data points (by ranked x-values,
starting with the smallest), and resembles the CRE after that. The comparative weights
between data with the smallest x-values and those with the largest would not vary even as
much as with γ=0.5, but may be more realistic for such “badly behaved” data in some
extreme cases.

Perhaps the most common WLS estimate to be found, however, is the model-based CRE,
and as indicated above, the CRE may be robust enough against smaller heteroscedasticity
near the origin. The model-based CRE is the intuitive ratio, as opposed to alternative
ratios in Sarndal Swensson and Wretman(1992), section 7.3.4, that Pierre-Simon Laplace
used in 1820, to estimate the population of France. See Knaub(2005). He used an
estimate of the form

y
x

i

, which means that

n

 ei  0 in every case.

This also means

i 1

i

that incomplete regressor data still allow us to estimate VL (see Knaub(1991)).
In the case of multiple regression one can use a ratio-related weight. See Knaub(2003),
pages 3 to 5. Perhaps the best measure of size to be used in such a regression weight is a
preliminary estimate of y. For a scatterplot of y vs y*, slope is 1, but any subset of data
with slope other than 1 is estimated to be biased accordingly.
Before proceeding to look at properties in detail, there is one more oddity in the literature
that will be noted here: When one uses the term mean square error (MSE), for OLS, this
does have an intuitive meaning. It is the estimated mean of the squares of the residuals.
However, for WLS, what seems to generally be meant is the estimated mean of the
squares of the random factors of the residuals. In the special WLS case called OLS, there
is no distinction. However, for WLS in general, the estimated mean of the squares of the
random factors of the residuals is the estimate of a constant, but it has little meaning by
itself, re a finite population, except as a tool in looking at overall variance. The estimated
mean of the squares of the residuals has more meaning to a given finite data set, although
it is dependent upon the entire population. A cutoff sample would not have the same
mean of the squares of the residuals using WLS regression as the population would.
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n

So, MSE   ei2 / d . f .   2 makes sense for OLS, but the WLS equivalent could be
i 1

n

n

MSE   e02i wi1 / d . f . Instead we see written MSE   e02 / d . f . , or at best
i
i 1

i 1

n

MSEw   e02i / d . f . , see Kutner, Nachtsheim, and Neter(2004), Chapter 11, page
i 1

424, to indicate this is only the estimated mean square of the random factor of the
residuals. We want to minimize this, but it does not represent the mean square of the
n
2
residuals. Note that later in this article, we write * e   e02i / d . f .
i 1

4. Scatterplots and Confidence Limits about y-values for WLS Regression
through the Origin (re Establishment Surveys and other uses):

This section may be of interest in imagining the influences on confidence bands about a
regression line through the origin, with heteroscedasticity. (For a definition of
heteroscedasticity, see Knaub(2007a).)
For a one-regressor model with a fixed zero-intercept, using WLS,

yi  bx i  e0i wi1/ 2
or here,

yi  bx i  e0i xi ,
the variance of the prediction error (see Knaub (1996) and Maddala (2001), p. 85) in this
case is
*

V L ( y i*  y i ) 

 e*2

2 n
 xi2V * (b) , where * e   e02i / d . f .
wi
i 1

For the classical ratio estimator (CRE) (see Knaub (2005)), which appears robust for use
with cutoff sampling (see Knaub (2007c)), this becomes
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V L ( y i*  y i )   e*2 xi  xi2V * (b)  axi  cxi2  xi (a  cxi )

Alternatively, from Knaub (1996), page 7, and page 259 of Maddala(1977), we have
*

V L ( yi*  yi )   e*2 xi  xi2V *(b)   e*2 xi  d e*2 xi2   e*2 xi (1  dxi ) ,
 n 
where, based on Maddala(1977), for the CRE, d    xi 
 i 1 
given sample.

1

is a constant based on a

Starting with the yi* -values on the regression line, confidence bounds are found by
adding to each y i* (for the upper bound) or subtracting from it (for the lower bound) the
an amount z



*
VL

( yi*

 yi )
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Therefore, for the upper bound on yi* , yU* i , and applying equally well to the lower
bound, one has
yU*
i

=

yi*

 z



*
VL

( yi*

 yi )
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 e*2 xi (1 

dxi )
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or
yU*
i

= bx  z 
i

*2
e xi (1 

dx )
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We know that the estimated regression line, yi*  bxi , is a straight line because b, from
b  yi* / xi , is a constant. However, is yU* i / xi a constant too? If not, then the points
that are the upper (or lower) confidence limits for the yi* are not on a straight line.
yU* i

/ xi = b 



z  e*2 xi 1 (1 

dxi )
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This leaves a generally nonlinear term:



z  e*2 xi 1
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This term,
, diminishes as xi   , so the curves formed by these
confidence limits approach straight lines as one moves further from the origin (i.e.,
straight lines asymptotically approach these confidence bounds). Thus the slopes of these
confidence bound curves approach constant values of

d  V * (b)  *e 2 .

b  z e*d

1/ 2

. From above,

Therefore, as xi   , the confidence bound slopes approach

b  z V * (b) .



* 2 1
Now let us look at the term z  e xi



1/ 2

:

The random and nonrandom factors of residuals are, respectively:
2

Usually we let wi  xi
.
ei  e0i xi0 5 .

, where

  1 / 2 for the classical ratio estimator (CRE), so

If the variance of the random factor of the residuals,



e0i and wi1 .

*2

in Knaub (1997), then the term z  e xi

1



 e*2 , is zero, as in the artificial data

1/ 2

disappears. That is why the artificial data

there followed straight lines. This means that if

 e*2 is a relatively small part of  *2 ,

then the confidence bounds form straight lines ‘faster.’ In the case of larger relative

 e*2 , the curvature of these confidence bounds is greater. Also, in the case of

disproportionately large nonsampling error, this will cause greater error near the origin.
This temporarily alters or even reverses the pattern assigned to the nonrandom factor of
the estimated residuals. Regression weights are based on the nonrandom factor of these
residuals. If we alter these weights to account for an increase in the residuals near the
origin, then the confidence bounds for these scatterplots should become closer to straight
lines. (Note that Sweet and Sigman (1995), and Steel and Fay (1995) mention other
modifications of the standard weights. However, it seems that it is often impossible to do
2

better than the standard format (Cochran (1953), Knaub (1995)), wi  xi . (Also see
Karmel and Jain (1987).) More will be said regarding alternative regression weights
later.
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5. Notes on variances:

Here, we use y i  bxi  e0i / wi or sometimes yi  bxi  e0i x  for y i  bxi  ei . Keep
in mind that y i is actually an estimate because we have an estimated regression line, and
1/ 2

ei is an estimated residual (i.e., an estimate of  i ). Also, we are not considering the xi to
have variance (an area that could be explored is “errors-in-variables,” Fuller(1987)),
which will become apparent below, even though the xi are generally measured with
error. By not specifically modeling for that, we are simplifying, but perhaps
oversimplifying at times.
Here we use an asterisk to represent a WLS estimate (consistent with notation used in
Maddala(1977) pages 259 - 261). So, y i*  bxi .
The variance of the residuals is  i
2 n
of e0i , * e   e02i / d . f .
i 1

*2

  e*2 wi1 if we use  e*2 to be the estimated variance

That is,  i*2 (ei  e0i / wi

1/ 2

)

 e*2
wi

.

*

So, the standard linear regression variance estimate, VL , of V L , for each y i that we
predict is

 e*2
 e*2
1/ 2
* 
2 *
, or
 xi2V * (b) as found in
V ( y  y i )  V ( b b xi  e0i / wi )  xi V (b) 
wi
wi


*
L

*
i

*
L

*
L

the previous section of this article. One could say V ( y ) 
*
i

 e*2

 xi2V * (b) as only the

wi
predicted values are considered to have uncertainty here, even though they have an
‘exact’ calculation. This notation corresponds to Maddala (2001) in that the variance of
the y i is considered in the development by Maddala to be the variance of the error in
estimating (“predicting”) y i , which is to say the variance of y i*  y i . Here we are
considering each xi to have no variance (although we might want to consider errors-invariables models), but the coefficient, b, does have variance greater than zero, which is
written as V L* ( y i*  y i ) in Knaub(1999) to indicate this is what Maddala means by the
variance of the prediction error, or in SAS PROC REG, the square of the STDI.
(Disclaimer: This is not an endorsement of SAS over any other software. It is just a
statement that the commonly found “STDI” in SAS, or its equivalent in any other
software system, is the positive square root of the variance of the prediction error for a
given y i . In Knaub(1999), “S1” is used in place of “STDI.” S2 in that article is the
positive square root of the weighted mean square error of the random factors of the
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residuals,  (ei  e0i / wi
*2
i

1/ 2

)

 e*2

. It seems that SAS refers to  e*2 as the (estimated)

wi
MSE, even though it is only for the random factors of the residuals. For OLS, this
distinction is no longer present, but for WLS, it is important as discussed above.

So, this variance estimator for the error in each y i is written in Knaub (1999) to indicate
Maddala’s variance of the prediction error, and if now we only consider one regressor,
we use
*

V L ( y i*  y i ) 

 e*2

 xi2V * (b)
(Compare this to mid-page 85 in Maddala (2001). The
wi
differences are that here we are not considering an intercept term – so the intercept is set
at zero – and here we do consider heteroscedasticity.)

So, for an estimated total, T * , V L* (Ti *  Ti ) is used in Knaub (1999), but here we will
derive it as V L* (Ti * ) :
n

T *   yi 
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N

y

i  n 1

*
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.

Noting from above that although

y i*  bxi , one still has

*
L

V ( y )  V ( y i*  y i )  V (bxi  ei ) , because the variance for the estimated y-values is
dependent upon the estimated regression coefficient (slope) and the estimated residual.
So,
*
i
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N
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V (T *)  V (  y i* )  V (  bxi  ei  )  V (  bxi  e0i / wi
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This is found in Knaub (1999) as
V (T  T ) 
*
L

*

N
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So, V L* (T *  T ) 

*2
e

2
 N  *
/ wi    xi  V (b)
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V
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*
L

( y i*  y i )
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because

N



i  n 1

and

*

V L ( y i*  y i ) 

 e*2

 xi2V * (b) ,


i  n 1  wi

N

2
N
 N 
V *(b)  xi2  V * (b)  xi  .
i  n 1
 i  n 1 

2
N
 N 
In general, V *(b)  xi2  V * (b)  xi  .
i  n 1
 i n 1 

This was explored in Knaub (1999) to find a way to estimate V L* (T *  T ) , i.e., estimate
*

VL* , from information found in V L ( yi*  y i ) , as that is what a software package such as
SAS PROC REG, for example provides. (Disclaimer: This is not an endorsement of any
particular software vendor.) It turned out to provide a quick way to change the number of
regressors, which was the original point, and therefore reduced data processing burden,
but also made small area applications easier, and it makes results more portable for
possible later repackaging, say to different geographic. The storage of S1 and S2 values
(Knaub (1999)) makes archiving information for such repackaging potentially very
efficient.

6. Use of incomplete information for a given regressor data, for estimation of
variance (see Knaub (1991)):

When we use wi  xi

2

in V (T  T ) 
*
L

*

N



i  n 1

*2
e

2
 N  *
/ wi    xi  V (b) , we have
 i n 1 

2
 N 
V (T  T )    x  V (b)  xi  . So, we have two summations multiplied by
i  n 1
 i  n 1 
estimated variances. The second summation does not require that we know the individual
xi values, just their sum. When   0.5, or   0, this is also true of the first
summation. For our establishment survey purposes, recall that Brewer(2002) argues that
normally 0.5    1.0 . Because the author’s experience with electric power data
appears to indicate that using   0.5, with a zero intercept, that is, using the CRE, is
quite robust for inference from cutoff samples, it is being used at the EIA in the Electric
Power Division (EPD). See Knaub (2005) for more information on the CRE. Multiple
*
L

*

*2
e

N

2
i

*
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regressor versions of the CRE are also used in the EPD. See page 36 in Knaub(2007c)
regarding this. One possible use might be for a sample taken from demand-side
(customer) data for some commodity, and if a census of supply side data corresponding
to this was available for regressor data. The regressor data and sample data would only
need to be matched for the members of the sample. A lump sum for the remainder of
each regressor dataset would still be sufficient to calculate variance.

7. Alternative format for derivation of the variance of the prediction error for
weighted least squares (WLS) regression

This comes directly from a set of notes referenced in Knaub(2005) as follows:
Knaub, J.R., Jr. (circa 1994), “A formulation for the variance of the prediction error for
weighted least squares simple regression,” unpublished manuscript extending this from
the ordinary least squares found in Maddala, G.S. (1992), Introduction to Econometrics,
(2nd ed., Macmillan Pub. Co.).
It may be more meaningful to some to derive this using the operator, wc . At the least,
i
for many, the approach Maddala uses may be of interest.
-½
Here the model will be yi = α+βxi+ui, where ui = eo w . The variance of the prediction
i i
error for the ordinary least squares (OLS) case (wi= c, a constant, for all i) is well known.
The weighted least squares (WLS) case for simple linear regression is shown here. The
intercept term is included here as Maddala did, but for most cutoff sampling applications,
this article considers fixed zero intercepts (no intercept term).
7.1 Derivation:

Using Maddala (1992), pages 115-117 (OLS case) as a guide:
____

____

____

w (x  x w )
____
i i
*  wi ( y i  yw )( xi  x w )
,
where

w

w
y

y
β 
(
)
____

c
____
c
w
i
i i
w (x  x )2
 wi ( xi  x w ) 2
i i
w



____

____

and x w   wi xi /  wi , y w   wi yi /  wi
____
____




 w ( x  x ) 
x
xw

w
*
2
2
i
i
i
 w  2 , and since


V (β )   wc  i   
____
____
i
 w ( x  x )2  w ( x  x )2  i i
 j j
w 
w   j j
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wi i2   e2 which is estimated by
____

n

 eo2i /(n  2) , and  e2 is a constant,

i 1

V (β * )   e2 /  w ( x  x ) 2 .
j j
w

Now,

Σwi(yi- yw )(xi- xw )
 Σw (x - x )2 
j j w


Σwiyi(xi- xw )
Σwi yw (xi- xw )
1
= Σw Σwi yi - xw 
 + xw  Σw (x - x )2 .
Σwj(xj- xw )2
i


 j j w 
(xi- xw ) 
 1
Σwi yw (xi- xw )
*
So α = Σwi yiΣw - xw
 + xw  Σw (x - x )2 
j
Σwj(xj- xw )2

 j j w 
 
(xi- xw )
Σwj(xj- xw ) 
 1
+ xw
= Σwi yiΣw - xw
.
j
Σwj(xj- xw )2
Σwj Σwj(xj- xw )2

 
1
α* = yw -β* xw = Σw Σwi yi - xw
i

xw wi(xi- xw )
wi
*
w
w
and
Therefore, α = Σ diyi, where di = Σw + wig j
Σwj(xj- xw )2
xw Σwj(xj- xw )
=0
g=
Σwj Σwj(xj- xw )2
xw wi (xi- xw )
2 2
2 wi
*
w
V(α ) = Σ d σ = Σσ Σw 2
i i
i
j Σwj(xj- xw )2


xw (xi- xw )   w
xw wi(xi- xw )
2  1
i
=Σσ wi Σw   Σwj - Σw (x - x )2 .
i
j Σwj(xj- xw )2
j j w

 

(Note that after some manipulation, the cross terms reduce to
a constant  Σwi(xi - xw ) = 0.)
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xw 2


2
1


Therefore, V(α*) = σ ΣΣw 2wi +
.
e  j
Σwj(xj- xw )2



 wi(xi- xw )  wi xw wi(xi- xw ) 2
w 2
*
*
w
COV(α ,β )=Σ[ c diσ ] = Σ 
 σ 
i
i
Σwj(xj- xw )2 Σwj Σwj(xj- xw )2 i

 

xw
2
.
= -σ
e Σw (x - x )2
j j w
From Maddala (1992), page 86, "The variance of the prediction error is..."
*
2
V(y -yo) = V(α*-α) + x V(β*-β) + 2xoCOV(α*-α,β*-β) + V(uo)
o
o
*
2
V(y -yo) = V(α*) + x V(β*) + 2xoCOV(α*,β*) + V(uo)
o
o
(xo- xw )2
2   1 2
-1
=σ ΣΣw  wi +
+
w
,
e  j
o
Σwj(xj- xw )2



2
where σ is estimated by
e
2
2
*
2
n
*-β*x )w½
=
(y
e
(n-2),
e
=
u
w
,
y
=
α
+
βx
+
u
,
e
-α
,
i i oi
i
i i
oi i i i
Σ oi
-2γ
and here one could let wi = x if 'model failure' is not a problem.
i
Note that eo is used to denote the random factor of error; but wo, xo, and yo are made
i
consistent with xo and yo in Maddala (1992), where for a given value of x (xo), one predicts
a value for y (yo).
7.2 Application methodology

To estimate γ, the procedure described in Knaub (1993), or perhaps the Iterated
Reweighted Least Squares method (see Carroll and Ruppert(1988), for example) or some
other method, could be used. Since here it is generally not practical to use a different
data set to estimate a parameter or parameters than is used for the end product estimation,
one must be careful not to overspecify the model. Also, it is sometimes found that in
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establishment surveys, when the intercept is zero, the estimate for γ may vary greatly
with the range of x-values included in the calculation. It seems that γ = ½ often performs
well, under such circumstances, even when the estimate for γ overall may be substantially
larger.

When the intercept is not zero, it would seem that γ = ½ may still often be useful, for
purposes of comparison at the very least. Note that if a constant is added into the zerointercept cases that led to using γ = ½, the sensitivity analysis results for γ above often
-1

still apply. Therefore, note that for the case of γ = ½, which implies wi = xi , prediction
error will be estimated by



xo - nn 2
 Σ x-1 
  i i 



Σn (y -α*-β*x )2x 
i
i]

i [ i
 n 1 2 -1
+xo .

  Σi n -1  xi + n
n-2
n
Σ x  Σ xi -  2xi 
  j j  i  Σn x-1  


  j j 

8. Alternative regression weight formats:

It may be important to consider weights of a format other than that found in
Cochran(1953). (Again, note those found in Sweet and Sigman(1995) and Steel and
Fay(1995), for example.) However, simplicity is important. Overspecifying a model
may mean good perceived performance for a given set of data, but the model may be less
applicable in general, which is an especially important consideration in a production
environment, where a statistical agency is in the business of publishing periodic
information. The very general form of the CRE has often been found useful. However,
we may sometimes want to investigate alternative weights in analyses of our data, to
perhaps learn more about the nature of our data, given enough information is available.
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2
2
2
2
 xi or even wi  gxi
 hxi
may seem of
Weights of the form wi  xi
interest, but the author has not appeared to have had much success with them. It may
2
appear obvious from some graphs that wi  xi
  could likely be useful, but the
value of  would vary greatly from graph to graph. It is difficult to impossible to
identify a practical way to apply this to a number of sets of data in a frequent
2
2
production/publication environment. One solution may be to use wi  xi
 *e ,
2
where the value of *e
would vary in such a way that a practical value or values for
 might be found experimentally.

Because the CRE has worked so well, with the exception of cases with a relatively great
deal of nonsampling error (probably measurement error) near the origin, primarily
impacting variance estimates of estimated totals, one could try   0.5 , such that
2
2
 *e
becomes wi  xi1  *e .
wi  xi

To study this, one could use tables and/or graphics to show z-values, as in Knaub(2001),
and to use variance as in Knaub(2007d) for estimates of relative standard error (RSE),
and relative standard error under a superpopulation (RSESP), as functions of  . (If one
could obtain such information and look for the value(s) of  that minimize(s) one or
more of these measures, one could make progress, as long as such a value is somewhat
‘portable’ [i.e., useable in the next similar situation, Knaub(1995)].)
The problem with adjusting regression weights to account for low data quality near the
origin (the “thermometer effect” in Knaub(2002)), however, especially for a
production/data publication environment, is still that a number that is large for one data
set may not be large for another. This problem may be partially solved by considering
percentiles, rather than absolute numbers, when judging what is “small” or “large.”
Section 7 on Knaub(2008a) showed such a development for alternative weights.
Graphical representations are found there. The idea is to comply with the usual case of
regression through the origin for establishment survey data in many cases, such that the
largest responses have the most uncertainty, but still account for the data quality
problems of the smallest observations, which may still be present even in a cutoff sample.
Because there generally are multiple attributes, that is, multiple variables of interest (data
elements) that are collected using an establishment survey, a “cutoff” sample is not as
straightforward as it would be with the case where there is only one attribute for which
estimation is needed. A respondent may report a relatively small number for what it
would consider to be a secondary data element, when it is in the sample primarily to
report on another data element. Hopefully the larger respondents would report all their
data well, as they often have a division for collecting this information, but some of the
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smallest observations may still have disproportionately large measurement errors or other
practical considerations that make them unique.
A simplified version of these weights graphed in Knaub(2008a) would be
1 / x p for xi  xp
where p is a percentile,
wi  
1 / xi for xi  x p
As noted in Section 3.

9. How does assuming OLS impact the variance calculation for an estimated total
under cutoff sampling for establishment surveys?

Considering the prevalence of OLS regression in the statistical literature, and especially
the fact that it may often be the only regression with which many people are familiar,
what might be the consequence of assuming OLS for regression through the origin?
Further, is there an “optimum” value for  that would yield the lowest calculated value
*

for the estimation of VL  T  T  , regardless of correctness? Might that value be   0 ?


Here we explore some possibilities.

Often ordinary least squares (OLS) regression is assumed as a default, even when it is
clearly not a good approximation. (See Brewer(2002) regarding establishment surveys.)
So, to restate, does the OLS assumed variance calculation yield the lowest

VL* (T *  T )

value, or the highest, regardless as to whether or not γ really is zero, or

are there other factors present? That is, will the OLS calculation for VL (T  T )
underestimate or overestimate when actually γ > 0? How does this relate to inference
from cutoff sampling?
*

*

For a one-regressor model with a fixed zero-intercept, using WLS, we might use

yi  bx i  e0i wi1/ 2
or here one might just use

yi  bx i  e0i xi ,
the variance of the prediction error (see Knaub (1996) and Maddala (2001), p. 85) in this
case is
18

*

V L ( y i*  y i ) 

 e*2
wi

 xi2V * (b) .

This article largely has application to multiple regression, but here let us consider just one
regressor for regression through the origin, which is often useful with establishment
surveys. (Note that in Knaub(2003) it is suggested that for multiple regression, the
weight in the residual could be based on a linear combination of the regressor
coefficients, preferably a preliminary estimate of y.)
Now please note that in Knaub(1997), page 2, it is obvious that if data follow the format
yi  bx i  e0i xi closely enough, then the data themselves will provide the appropriate

value for  . A calculation for VL* (T *  T ) that uses any other value of  is technically
not appropriate. However, models are never followed exactly (consider data near the
origin mentioned above), and as noted in Knaub(2005) and Knaub(2008),  = 0.5 seems
to provide some protection from “model failure” (Cochran(1977), page ) that may occur
with regression through the origin.

When we use wi  xi

V (T  T )  
*
L

If

*

*

2

*2
e

2

in V (T  T ) 

N

*
L

2
i

x

i  n 1

n

 e   e02i /(n  r )
i 1

*

N



i  n 1

*2
e

2
 N  *
/ wi    xi  V (b) , we have
 i n 1 

2
N
*2
*2 1


 V (b)  xi  , and  i   e wi .
 i  n 1 
*

and r=1, because r is the number of regressors, and the

intercept is fixed at zero here, then we have

*

2

n

 e   e02i /(n  1)
i 1

From Maddala(1977), pages 259 and 260, and the above,
*

2

n

V b    e /  xi2  2
*

i 1
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(Note that on page 261, Maddala(1977), it says “…the WLS estimator is just the ratio of
the means.” Actually, that is “a” particular WLS estimator, the classical ratio estimator,
CRE.)

*

9.1 Minimum V L(T*-T) re the Coefficient of Heteroscedasticity:

So for one regressor and the intercept set to zero, and with wi  xi
 N
 n
V (T  T )     xi2    xi2 2
i  n 1
 i 1

*
L

*

*2
e





1

2

, we have

2
 N  
  xi 
 i  n 1  


To find the γ, the coefficient of heteroscedasticity (Brewer(2002)) that minimizes
VL* (T *  T ) , solve for γ in the following:



2  *  *
* *



V
T
T

0
and
see
if
V T  T  is positive.


2  L
 L

   


 

To do this, consider that
1
2
 N
 n
  N  
V L* (T *  T )   e*2   xi2    xi2 2    xi     e*2  A  is a rather
i  n 1
 i 1
  i  n 1  


*2
complicated function of γ, because  e   is a function of residuals, which are a function
of the  and b, the estimated regression coefficient, which in turn is a function of  .
To show this, consider the following:

y i  bx i  e0i xi
*

2

n

e  

i 1

e02i

2
 2
→ e0i   y i  bxi  xi

/( n  1)

2

→

2

n

e    yi  bxi 2 xi2 /(n  1)
*

i 1

Further,
n

n

i 1

i 1

 xi wi yi  b xi2 wi and therefore, using weights of the form wi  xi
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2

,

n

b

x
j 1

1 2
j

n

x
j 1

yj

2  2
j

2

 
 n 1 2  


 
x
y
j 
 j
 j 1
   2
 N 2  n 2  2
 n 
*
*
V L (T  T )    y i   n
 xi  xi /(n  1)   xi    xi

 i 1
  x 2j  2  
 i n 1
 i 1 





 
 j 1
 







1

2
 N  
  xi 
 i n 1  


9.2 The partial derivative of the variance of the prediction error for an estimated
total:

 * *
2  *  *



V
T
T
and
V T  T  requires a lot of algebra. (And this is

L
2  L

  
   


for just one regressor with regression through the origin! Yikes!) Basic formulae for
derivatives are available on the internet. The author found Math2.org(2009) to be in an
easily recognized format that proved useful, but Caglar(2009) contained more formulas
 * *

needed. Results found in steps toward solving
VL  T  T  =0 quickly became very

  

*  *

messy functions of x , y , and  . A simulation for studying VL  T  T  seems feasible,


but a closed form solution for even the first derivative is not very appealing.

To obtain

9.3 The partial derivative of the variance of the regression coefficient:


b   0 to at least see if there is a value for γ that will

minimize the impact of a change in γ on the coefficient that determines the regression
line used for the relevant predictions.

So, let us just look at
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n

From above, if we use b  

x
j 1

n

1 2
j

x
j 1

yj

2  2
j

n

, we can set f     x 1j 2 y j , and
j 1

n

g     x 2j  2 , then from Caglar(2009) for example, we have
j 1


b     f   

  g   

g  



f    f   g  


0
g  2

Using Math2.org(2009), or Caglar(2009), or any appropriate table, we can show that
n

f    2 y j ln x j x 1j 2

j 1

and
n

g    2 ln x j x 2j  2

j 1

so
 n
  2 y j ln x j x1j 2

b     f     j 1

  g   



n



  n 1 2  n
  2  x j y j   ln x j x 2j  2

 
 j 1
  j 1
2
 n 2  2 
 xj 


 j 1


 n 2 2
  x j

 j 1

n









n



n




 0



Clearly this happens when   x 1j 2 y j   ln x j x 2j  2     y j ln x j x 1j 2   x 2j  2  .
 1
j 1
j 1
j 1
j








This happens at least in the case where xi  y i for all i . This does not appear to be very
helpful. Perhaps certain distributional forms, or more importantly here, error structures,
could show one gamma to be better than another. This could make the estimated gamma
always yield the least variance in b or not, it appears difficult to say. (Even here, for b
only, a simulation may be most practical.)
Let us evaluate


b  for   0 , 0.5, and 1:
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 n
 n
 n
 n


b  | 0  2 x j y j   ln x j x 2j    y j ln x j x j   x 2j  

 j 1
  j 1
  j 1
  j 1  



Note that as y i  bxi , we have



/

 n 2
 x j 


 j 1 

2


b  | 0  0 .


This is because if we say y i  bxi , then
 n
  n
  n

b  | 0  2b 2  x 2j   ln x j x 2j    ln x j x 2j

  j 1
 n 2   j 1   j 1
 x j 


 j 1 









   0
 

Similarly, if   0.5 and y i  bxi , then
 n
  n
  n

b  |  1  2b 2  x j   ln x j x j    ln x j x j

  j 1
2
 n
  j 1   j 1
 x j 


 j 1 









   0
 

For   1 and y i  bxi ,
 n

 n

b  | 1  2b  ln x j    ln x j    0
n  j 1

 
  j 1


b  approaches 0

fastest? This does not appear to be obvious here. Computer simulations could be of use.

Under what conditions is it then, that each of the above values for
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9.4 The partial derivative of the variance of the prediction error for an individual
data point:
*

V L ( y i*  y i ) , the variance of the prediction error, as found in Maddala(1977) and
Maddala(2001), is a building block for VL* (T *  T ) , the variance for the estimated total,
as indicated in Knaub(1999).
Consider cutoff sampling, often useful for establishment surveys. In that case, it matters
that the missing data points are generally where xi is smallest. We will keep that in mind
below.
*

From Knaub(1999), pages 4 and 5, we see the relationship between V L ( y i*  y i ) and
VL* (T *  T ) , and at the top of page 5 there, we have
*

*

V L ( yi  yi ) 

*e 2
wi

 V b0   x12iV (b1 )  ...
*

*

For one regressor, with regression through the origin, with
2

*

wi  xi

2

, and

n

V b   * e /  x i2  2 , we consequently have
i 1

*

*

V L ( yi  yi ) 

*e 2
wi

2

n

 xi2V (b)  *e 2 xi2  xi2 * e /  xi2 2 so,
*

i 1


*
*
V L ( y i  y i )  *e 2 xi2  xi2 2





1




 n
   xi2 2 

 i 1

*

 1




Therefore, for the smallest xi we have V L ( y i  y i )  *e 2 xi2 , and for the largest xi , we

have V L ( y  y i )   x  xi2 2


*

*
i

*2
e

2
i



1



*

 n

   xi2 2 
 i 1
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 1
  2*e 2 xi2 xi2 2





1



 2*e 2 xi2

Therefore, with larger xi , with weighted least squares (WLS) regression, not only does
the residual become larger, but also the variance of the prediction error of y i becomes
larger at a faster pace, due to the variance of the regression coefficient b .
For cutoff sampling, there may be imputation for nonresponse, which lacking any
additional information may be treated as out-of-sample, though this author has tried using
different values of  depending upon whether missing data are nonrespondents or the
smaller out-of-sample cases. (See Knaub(1999).) Here we will consider all of these
cases out-of-sample, for which we predict. Recall, Knaub(2002) and above, that although
typical estimates from the data may yield something approximately like 0 . 7    0 . 9 ,
that the classical ratio estimator (CRE, Knaub(2005)), where  =0.5, often appears robust
against disproportionately large nonsampling error for the smallest respondents. Note
that Holmberg and Swensson(2001) also found it better to underestimate  than to
overestimate it. Brewer(2002) put practical limits for  for establishment surveys at
0 .5    1 .0 .
This brings us back to the central question: “How does assuming OLS impact the
variance calculation for a model-based estimated total, for a finite population, with
regression through the origin, for establishment survey data?” When using cutoff
sampling and predicting for the data out-of-sample, that is, those with the smallest xi , the
*

*

V L ( y i  y i )  *e 2 xi2 . If calculating V L ( y i  y i ) by assuming OLS, where  =0, then
these prediction error variances are roughly equal, based greatly on the assumed constant
variance of the residuals, and increasing only slowly with x. Therefore, the OLS-based
*

*

*

*

calculations for the very smallest cases would overestimate V L ( y i  y i ) , tending to start
with a confidence band that is too wide and ending with one that is too small. Up to a
point, then, for cutoff sampling, the variance of the prediction errors, if calculated as if
OLS applies, would overestimate the actual variance of the prediction error. That would
be reversed for a larger missing value. (Consider that if OLS is used when  is
substantially larger than zero, the largest observations are getting more weight than they
should.)
Similarly, if we assume   0 . 5 when it is really greater than 0.5, often close to 1, then
for predicting for “cutoff” values, by underestimating  , we overestimate the
*

*

V L ( y i  y i ) used in relative standard error (RSE) estimates, because variance is still
based on overall data more variable than the portion of the data not-in-sample that
contribute to the estimated total and estimated variance.

 * *

VL  T  T   0 , and the subjective

  

analysis just given, the impact of using an OLS assumption when calculating an estimate

As suggested then by comments above regarding
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*  *

of VL  T  T  , when for establishment surveys it is generally not good to assume OLS, is


highly dependent upon xi and y i . However, for cutoff sampling with no ‘large’ (large
*  *

xi ) nonrespondents for y i , we might reasonably expect to overestimate VL  T  T  . Of


course, nonsampling error and bias will generally dilute or overwhelm this impact in the
analysis of ‘real-world’ data.


*
Let us consider other ways we might overestimate VL  T  T  : Consider data near the


origin, but still above the ‘cutoff,’ with disproportionately large nonsampling error
(violating the model form). A weighted least square error (WLS) regression model
would then interpret that the larger data would have larger variance than would actually
*

be the case. That could cause us to overestimate VL  T  T  . In that case, the


overestimation might be mitigated by choosing a relatively low choice for  , say 0.5.

Another way we might overestimate variance might be if collinearity is a problem for
multiple regression. This could inflate variance for the regression coefficients.
These are influences that would seem to collectively threaten substantial overestimation
*  *

of VL  T  T  . However, this has not generally seemed to be the case. From test and real


data, RSE estimates are usually very good. See Knaub(2001). However, it does seem in
this author’s experience that many cases of inflated variance estimations have been found
when data quality has been a particular problem for smaller observations (but still above
the cutoff thresholds). This may tend to happen more when a survey is first established,
and respondents are unaccustomed to responding to that survey or its format. This is then
essentially a problem with nonsampling error, as it interacts with sampling error.
Sometimes an increased sample size, to include smaller and less reliable responses, may
result in less accurate estimates, not more accurate, as noticed by more than one person at
the EIA.

9.5 Conclusion regarding use of values for gamma that may not be indicated:

If a model is followed exactly, then for establishment surveys, we should have
0 . 5    1 . 0 according to Brewer(2002). Brewer refers to  as the coefficient of
heteroscedasticity. Holmberg and Swensson(2001) argue it is better to underestimate
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than overestimate  . (Note that here we use  as defined by Brewer(2002), but that in
the references Holmberg and Swensson(2001) and Sarndal, Swensson, and
Wretman(1992),  differs by a factor of 2 due to the way the model is formulated.)
Knaub(1991), Knaub(1993), Knaub(2005), and Knaub(2008) note the usefulness of
setting   0 . 5 . There are other formats for regression weights, as noted in Sweet and
Sigman(1995), but the format used here is very helpful, and likely never consistently
bettered, and in particular, the classical ratio estimator, Knaub(2005),   0 . 5 , is, as
stated in Cochran(1977), “hard to beat.” It does seem like a robust choice.
If we were to use ordinary least squares (OLS), however, we assume that   0 . It
seems logical, as noted in Brewer(2002) and Cochran(1977), that for establishment
surveys we often consider regression through the origin. That is because there are many
applications for one regressor where it is expected that if x is 0, then y is 0. If we let
  0 , however, then for cutoff sampling, barring large nonrespondents, from above, this
will likely overestimate variance, unless there are a lot of smaller x-value data points with
disproportionately large nonsampling error in y. This could happen, for example, when
the x-values are from a previous annual census, and the y-values are from a monthly
sample, where some y-values collected are not actually strictly observed each month, as
in the case of a meter that is only read every three months. However, the point of cutoff
sampling can be to eliminate data that cannot be accurately collected on a frequent basis.
If data above the threshold for data collection are still unreliable to the point that using
OLS is advisable, then all results may be very questionable.
So, it seems that in almost any useful situation, for inference for cutoff sampling without

*
large nonrespondents, using OLS will likely inflate the estimation of VL  T  T  . A


 * *

more general statement is elusive, as
VL  T  T   0 appears intractable. One

  

should pick a value of  to use that is either indicated by the data, as shown, for
example, on page 2 of Knaub(1997), or one that seems more robust, but using the value

*
of gamma that yields the lowest estimate of VL  T  T  would seem irrelevant.


Fortunately it turns out that there does not appear to be an “optimum” value for  that

*
would yield the lowest calculated value for the estimation of VL  T  T  , regardless of


correctness, as it would be quite tempting to use it. Suppose, however, that the value for

*
 that would yield the lowest estimate of VL  T  T  actually were the correct value of


 to use, at least in the case of data that ‘exactly’ followed a model. That would be nice,
but it is not obvious that this is the case.
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Note also, that a distinction has been made here for inference from cutoff sampling,
between the ‘best’ value of  for predicting for data out of sample, and imputing for
nonresponse. However, this would appear to strengthen the argument for use of the
classical ratio estimator, to avoid complications during production of periodic data
publications.

10. Final Comment:
The collection of analyses here with regard to WLS regression show that even for the
relatively simple case of regression through the origin, and even with only one regressor,
and no complicated error structures or involved lag terms as in econometrics, there is still
much to consider.
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